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Acrylic pouring is a relatively new art form that has quickly gained
popularity due to its versatility and the stunning results that can be
achieved. This step-by-step guide will teach you everything you need to
know to get started with acrylic pouring, from choosing the right materials to
troubleshooting common problems.

Chapter 1: Materials

The first step to getting started with acrylic pouring is to gather the
necessary materials. You will need:

* Acrylic paints * Pouring medium * Mixing cups * Stirring sticks * Canvas or
other painting surface * Gloves * Apron
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Acrylic Paints

Acrylic paints are available in a wide range of colors and finishes. For
acrylic pouring, you will want to use fluid acrylics, which have a thinner
consistency than regular acrylics. This will allow the paint to flow more
easily when you pour it.

Pouring Medium

Pouring medium is a liquid that is added to acrylic paints to make them
more fluid and to prevent them from drying too quickly. There are many
different pouring mediums available, so you may need to experiment to find
one that you like.

Mixing Cups

Mixing cups are used to mix the acrylic paints and pouring medium. You will
need several different sizes of mixing cups, depending on the amount of
paint you are using.

Stirring Sticks

Stirring sticks are used to stir the acrylic paints and pouring medium. You
can use wooden or plastic stirring sticks.

Canvas or Other Painting Surface

You can pour paint onto any surface, but canvas is the most popular
choice. Canvas is available in a variety of sizes and textures, so you can
choose the one that best suits your needs.

Gloves



Gloves are important to wear when working with acrylic paints, as they can
be harmful to your skin.

Apron

An apron is also important to wear when working with acrylic paints, as
they can stain your clothes.

Chapter 2: Techniques

Once you have gathered your materials, you can start experimenting with
different acrylic pouring techniques. Here are a few of the most popular
techniques:

Dirty Pour

The dirty pour is one of the simplest acrylic pouring techniques. To do a
dirty pour, simply mix different colors of acrylic paint together in a cup.
Then, pour the paint onto the canvas and let it flow. You can use a variety
of different colors and techniques to create unique and beautiful dirty pours.

Flip Cup

The flip cup is another popular acrylic pouring technique. To do a flip cup,
pour different colors of acrylic paint into a cup. Then, place the cup upside
down on the canvas and slowly lift it up. The paint will flow out of the cup
and create a unique design on the canvas.

Puddle Pour

The puddle pour is a great technique for creating cells and other interesting
effects in your acrylic pours. To do a puddle pour, pour a puddle of acrylic



paint onto the canvas. Then, use a straw or other tool to blow air into the
puddle. The air will create cells and other interesting effects in the paint.

String Pull

The string pull is a fun and easy way to create unique designs in your
acrylic pours. To do a string pull, place a string on the canvas. Then, pour
acrylic paint over the string. Pull the string up and down to create unique
designs in the paint.

Chapter 3: Troubleshooting

As you experiment with acrylic pouring, you may encounter some common
problems. Here are a few tips for troubleshooting:

My paint is too thick.

If your paint is too thick, you can add more pouring medium to it. You can
also try using a different pouring medium, as some pouring mediums are
thicker than others.

My paint is drying too quickly.

If your paint is drying too quickly, you can add more water to it. You can
also try using a different pouring medium, as some pouring mediums dry
more quickly than others.

My paint is not flowing smoothly.

If your paint is not flowing smoothly, you may need to stir it more. You can
also try using a different pouring medium, as some pouring mediums flow
more smoothly than others.



My paint is creating bubbles.

If your paint is creating bubbles, you can try using a different pouring
medium. Some pouring mediums are less likely to create bubbles than
others. You can also try using a straw or other tool to blow air into the paint.
This will help to pop any bubbles that form.

Acrylic pouring is a fun and rewarding art form that can be enjoyed by
people of all ages and skill levels. With a little practice, you can create
beautiful and unique works of art using this technique. So what are you
waiting for? Get started today!
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